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HOW TO: read this book
TONE OF VOICE

Hello! This is the RED BOX, the voice
that will guide you through all this
publication. There will be
different red
boxes visibile
all around the
book as a guide
to the topics. They
are the narrative
voice accompaining the
reading.

The voice can function
as an introduction,
or describe quantities
and facts of a given
subject.

As the red box suggests, there will
be a guidance in all the book based
on hints, little stories and numeric
informations. This first part in black
background is an introduction to all
the different elements you will find
in the book.
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HOW TO: read this book

HOW TO: read this book

BOOK STRUCTURE

PAGES STRUCTURE

The book is divided in 4 main
chapters which are:
FACTS, RESEARCH, ACTIVITIES,
PERSPECTIVES.

Every chapter is guided through
it's specific color and contains
various formats of text, subchapters,
deepening on the topics and
explanations of specific projects.

Every page has guidance tools
to help the navigation of the book:
The lateral color, which
draws on the fore edge
of the book a pattern
representing FULL's
logo, can help in the
navigation through the
chapters (colors refer
to different chapters).

The chapters and sub
chapters are guided also
through little crumb threads.

THE LAB

OUTREACH

KEY
OUTPUTS

2017 / 2018

PRIN – MIUR
(Grant awarded)

How is an
interdisciplinary
research
centre
structured?
how many resources are
involved and what are
the outputs?

14

FACTS

RESEARCH

ACTIVITIES

PERSPECTIVES
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FACTS

RESEARCH

ACTIVITIES

PERSPECTIVES
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378

FACTS

RESEARCH

ACTIVITIES

PERSPECTIVES

Marie
Sklodowska-Curie
(Grant awarded)

39

Since the Centre was founded, the mission of FULL has
been to take research beyond its disciplinary boundaries and therefore collaborate with a wide range of local
and international organisations.
For this reason, over the years the network of FULL research community has formed consolidated partnerships with both public and private sector entities. The
city of Turin, home of the Centre, has become a laboratory for putting the research and ideas developed over
the years into practice. A whole series of lectures, exhibitions, seminars, basic research and applied research
projects have taken place, also concurrently, over the
last four years, feeding off each other and creating new
opportunities.

The opening pages of each section of the book
follow a journey in the concept of urban legacy.
The first one (INDEX) shows mass urbanization
overtaking nature. The FACTS section reveals its
counterpart: neglect. RESEARCH is opened by a
fringe territory between wilderness and
hyper control. ACTIVITIES take place in
the urban rooms that changed use multiple times
during the centuries. This section (PERSPECTIVES)
explores the urban form to its smallest unit.
Finally, COLOPHON captures a still frame of the
Anthropocene: urban legacy relates to nature and
culture without any legible distinction.

FACTS

Urban Legacy
Seminar Series

Metageographies
of Urbanization –
Exhibition

TRANS-USE,
summer school

Triggering
Potentials
(Grant awarded)

Torino city
masterplan revision

Industrial Remix,
winter school

Fall Seminar
Series 2020

Spring Seminar
Series 2020

Spring Seminar
Series 2021

Collaboration with
the WHO

Vertical
Urban Factory –
Exhibition

2018 / 2019

The snapshots of the
activities of FULL in the past
four years is a synthetic
selection of the sheer
amount of events and
collaborations operated by
the Centre.

The dissemination of
FULL’s research, due to
its interdisciplinary
composition,
is operated
on various
research products spanning
from books and books
chapters to scientific
papers and research reports.

60 hours of frontal
lessons, 224 hours of
workshops,98 hours of lectures,
14.700 hours of exhibitions.

316

FULL at la
Biennale di
Venezia
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FACTS

RESEARCH

ACTIVITIES

PERSPECTIVES

2019 / 2020

Hybrid Factory/
Hybrid City
Symposium

2020 / 2021

Turin Augmented
Metropolis
(Strategic plan)

FULL

China Goes Urban
– Exhibition

A REPORT. 2017–2021
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Here you can find the
position of the chapters
and in which chapter
you are.
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HOW TO: read this book
CHAPTERS CONTENTS | some advices
referred to the Research chapter

GLOBAL URBANISM

GLOBAL URBANISM

LEGACY

REAL ESTATE
QUOTE

QUOTE

As an architect, I can think
about legacy in two ways: first of
all a material one, and the other
term is social economy.
I think that these two aspects
are really forming a framework.

The socio-economic phase we are currently
experiencing is characterised by a systemic
cycle of accumulation which is redesigning
the world economy: cities and buildings
are at the centre of this new scenario. The
real estate, which is lagging behind more
than others, is facing the challenge of a
profound technological, organisational and
productivity metamorphosis.

In addition to the chapters,
positioned at the end of every
ISSUE of the RESEARCH chapter
there will be green background
pages containing a glossary.

LECTURE REFERENCE
LECTURE REFERENCE

La metamorfosi delle costruzioni e una
nuova utopia urbana, Urban Legacy Seminar Series,
Sala dello Zodiaco, Castello del Valentino, Turin

Lorenzo Bellicini in 14.01.2018,

FULL at La Biennale di Venezia,
17 Tesa 105 - Arsenale Nord - Venice

Jianxiang He in 24.05.18

76

GLOBAL
URBANISM
GU

The focus of FULL’s research extends beyond the urban scale,
since planetary and regional
phenomena redefine the economic and territorial structure in
the globalised world.

What is the impact of global
finance and extractive
capitalism operated by
superpowers?

The growing Chinese presence in
Africa promoting large-scale infrastructural developments is one
of the manifestations of these
current trends. The research on
Chinese Financialisation and Urban Change in East Africa focuses on Addis Ababa and Nairobi as
case studies of the transformations produced by foreign lines of
investment.

Field notes, Atacama desert,
december 2018. Author:
Alberto Valz Gris

The high-altitude territories
of the Puna de Atacama in
the Argentinian province of
Jujuy are a growing global
hotspot for lithium-related
exploration,extraction and popular
contestation.

50

FACTS

RESEARCH

ACTIVITIES

PERSPECTIVES

GLOBAL URBANISM

GU

SURGE
Chinese Financialisation
and Urban Change in East Africa
(Marie Skłodowska-Curie Action)
TYPE
Research project

YEAR
2020 - 2023

TEAM
Chief investigator:
Dr Andrea Pollio

FULL

SURGE is a Marie SklodowskaCurie project addressing urban
transformation driven by private
Chinese capitals in Africa. Current research on Afro-Chinese
relations focuses on major government-driven investments, such as the Belt and Road Initiative, which is the
most recent example of China’s increasing presence in
Africa. Scholarly attention is thus directed toward the
state and the continental scale, overlooking private
and provincial Chinese investments in Africa and their
consequences on cities. Very little is known about the
non-state-driven financial operations of Chinese entrepreneurs, or about the responses of African cities to
the influx of Chinese capital. SURGE addresses these
knowledge gaps with an urban ethnography of the Chinese financialisation of two African cities that offer two
different models of China’s involvement in Africa: Addis
Ababa, for manufacturing and Nairobi, for high-value
services. The research will explore the key urban sites
of these financial operations: special economic zones,
new towns, technology hubs and master-planned estates, charting the spatial and economic consequences
of private Chinese capital in the making of 21st-century
African urban worlds.

RESEARCH

GLOBAL URBANISM

ACTIVITIES

PERSPECTIVES

Barns, Sarah, and Andrea
Pollio. 2019. ‘Parramatta Smart
City and the Quest to Build
Australia’s Next Great City’.
In Inside Smart Cities:Place,
Politics and Urban Innovation,
edited by Andrew Karvonen,
Federico Cugurullo, and Federico
Caprotti, 197–210. Routledge.
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Every issue contains a certain
number of researches explained.
Each research has a shorter or
longer description, depending on
the author's preference.

55

Bonino, Michele, Francesca
Governa, Maria Paola Repellino,
and Angelo Sampieri. 2019.
‘Introduction’. In The City after
Chinese New Towns. Spaces and
Imaginaries from Contemporary
Urban China, 11–31. Birkhäuser.
Bonino, Michele, Francesca
Governa, Maria Paola Repellino,
and Angelo Sampieri. 2019.
‘Mapping New Towns’. In The
City after Chinese New Towns.
Spaces and Imaginaries from
Contemporary Urban China,
REPORT
177–201. Birkhäuser.
Bonino, Michele, Francesca
Governa, Maria Paola Repellino,
and Angelo Sampieri. eds.
2019. The City after Chinese
New Towns: Spaces and
Imaginaries from Contemporary
Urban China. Birkhauser
Architecture.

RESEARCH
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PERSPECTIVES

RESEARCH

ACTIVITIES

PERSPECTIVES
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You will see KEYWORDS appearing
as taken from quotes during lectures
and seminars hosted by FULL.
They are linked to the issues but
they can be considered as an
interlinked glossary.
The keywords are the following:
INTERDISCIPLINARITY,
REPRESENTATION, SQUATTING,
HERITAGE, EFFICACY, CULTURE,
TRADITION, TOOLS, TECHNOLOGY,
LEGACY, MORPHOLOGY,
HYBRID, SPECIFICITY,
PRODUCTIVITY, ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE, PLATFORM
ECONOMY, RENOVATION, RIGHTS,
INNOVATION, REAL ESTATE,
CULTURAL HERITAGE,
PLANETARISM, CARTOGRAPHY,
UNESCO, NOSTALGIA.

Every issue has an ending annex
page called OUTCOMES. The
subchapter has diverse typologies
of bibliographic content.

Governa, Francesca. 2019.
‘Scaling Up and Scaling Out.
New Town and “the Standpoint
of an Absence”’. In The City after
Chinese New Towns. Spaces and
Imaginaries from Contemporary
Urban China, 215–30.
Birkhäuser.

Amin, Ash, and Nigel Thrift.
2020. Vedere come una città.
Edited by Francesca Governa
and Michele Lancione. Mimesis.

72

FULL

OUTCOMES

BOOKS AND BOOK
CHAPTERS

Bonino, Michele, Francesco
Carota, Francesca Governa,
and Samuele Pellecchia, eds.
2020. China Goes Urban. La
Nuova Epoca Della Città. The
City to Come. Skira.

Please also note that every issue
will have a specific code to follow
that you can check on page 40.

Relations between China (as the PRC) and Africa date back
to the post-World War II period, when Maoist foreign policy
involved support for anti-colonial liberation movements. The
alliance between the PRC and African countries was sealed by
several economic and political partnerships that were predicated on the principles of non-interference, non-conditionality,
equality and mutual benefit, in explicit contrast with European
and American aid policies. Following Deng’s market reforms in

Advisory board:
Prof. Fran Tonkinss (LSE),
Prof. Brett Neilson (WSU),
Prof. Sue Parnell (Bristol
University).

FACTS

51

This project was
awarded with
a Marie Curie
Fellowship in 2020.

Supervisors:
Prof. Francesca Governa
(FULL- PoliTo), Dr. Liza Rosa
Cirolia (African Centre for
Cities - UCT)
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Please, pay attention to the higher
complexity of structure of the
RESEARCH ISSUES: you will find
eight sub-parts refering to eight
ISSUES.

FACTS

Governa, Francesca. 2019.
‘Sulla (in)Utilità Della Geografia’.
In L’apporto Della Geografia Fra
Rivoluzione e Riforme, 43–53.
AGeI, Associazione dei Geografi
Italiani.
Governa, Francesca. 2020. ‘Un
Camaleonte Urbano’. In China
Goes Urban. La Nuova Epoca
Della Città The City to Come,
170–94. Skira.
Governa, Francesca, and
Michele Lancione. 2020.
‘Introduzione’. In Vedere Come
Una Città, 9–16. Mimesis.
Governa, Francesca, and
Matteo Puttilli. 2016. ‘After a
Revolution Public Spaces and
Urban Practices in the Core of
Tunis’. In Re-Thinking Life at the
Margins. The Assemblage of
Contexts, Subjects and Politics,
42–59. Routledge.
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One of the main challenges of FULL
is to combine consistent research
with a rich program of talks,
lectures, and teaching.
In this table of contents the
activities of the Centre are separated by
the research section for clarity, but in
reality are mutually interconnected.
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FACTS
Here we present
our organization.
With an overview
of all the relevant
information about
the research centre.

14
FOREWORD

16

THE LAB		

18

People
Outreach
Financial Report
Partners

22
26
34
36

ACTIVITIES

316

During the past four years FULL
hosted numerous events and talks.
We invited guests from the most
diverse disciplinary fields.
These kind of
activities
unfolded in
TEACHING
different media
SCHOOLS
and can be found on
our Vimeo channel and
LECTURE SERIES
our Podcast channel.

EXHIBITIONS

RESEARCH

38

A detailed account of our research
production, made of research
projects, applied researches
and PhD researches.

10

RESEARCH ISSUES		
Interdisciplinary map
Issue map

40
46
48

GLOBAL URBANISM

50

NON – PERFORMING LEGACIES

80

ECONOMIC ORGANIZATION AND URBAN SPACE

136

TRANSFORMATIVE URBAN DESIGN AND LANDSCAPE

166

NEW HOUSING ISSUES

200

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES
AND DATA SCIENCE FOR CITIES

222

URBAN CLIMATE ACTIONS

266

POST – PANDEMIC CITY

292

PERSPECTIVES

320
334
346
370

378

Here we discuss the trajectory
described by FULL during the
years and some possibilities for
the future.

A CONVERSATION
WITH FULL RESEARCHERS

COLOPHON

400
BIOGRAPHIES

FULL

380
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The dissemination of
FULL’s research, due to
its interdisciplinary
composition,
is operated
on various
research products spanning
from books and books
chapters to scientific
papers and research reports.

38

FACTS

RESEARCH

ACTIVITIES

PERSPECTIVES
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RESEARCH ISSUES

NPL

NON-PERFORMING
LEGACIES

80

We grouped our vast research
production in eight main issues.
Each issue aims to provide answers
to global research issues related
to the environment, territories
and the city.

GU

GU

Adaptive reuse scenarios

= acronym of
the research issue

The buildings inside
the Cittadella of Alessandria

50

GLOBAL
URBANISM
SURGE. Chinese Financialisation
and Urban Change in East Africa
(Marie Skłodowska-Curie Action)
Rescaling the Belt and Road Initiative:
urbanisation processes, innovation
patterns and global investments in
urban China

40

Geophysical surveys and preventive
archaeology. Ground-penetrating radar
survey of pre-existing structures in the
Bergoglio district (AL) under the Piazza
D’Armi (Parade Ground)

LEGACY
REAL ESTATE
CARTOGRAPHY
NOSTALGIA

Manufacturing Technology and
Compentence Center Turin
Adative Remediation
Loft Working
The Potential of form. Assessing the
transformative potential of existing
buildings in post-functional Europe

Infrastructure scripts.
History and futures of urbanisation
along the Ethio-Djibouti Railway

The Workspace [R]evolution.
The comeback of Incubator and its role
in the New Urban Economies

RESEARCH

ACTIVITIES

CULTURAL
HERITAGE
HERITAGE
UNESCO
TRADITION

Reactivation of non-performing
cultural heritage

KEYWORDS

Hinterlands of the green transition.
Atacama, lithium and the extended
geographies of the zero-emission city

FACTS

KEYWORDS

PERSPECTIVES
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EOU

ECONOMIC
ORGANIZATION AND
URBAN SPACE

Italy is the Air(bnb). The The uneven
diffusion of short-term rental markets
between urban locations and selective
tourism destinations

136

TUL

TRANSFORMATIVE
URBAN DESIGN AND
LANDSCAPE

Re-coding. Rethinking the
rules of cities
KEYWORDS

Turin Augmented Metropolis

PLATFORM
ECONOMY
HYBRID

A new regional regeneration model
in Lombardy

166

KEYWORDS
MORPHOLOGY
SPECIFICITY
PRODUCTIVITY
RIGHTS

Reconstructions. Design tools after
emergencies. Seismic transitions,
from temporariness to permanence

Seizing local entrepreneurial
opportunities in the platform-based
era. Airbnb, gig entrepreneurs and
middlemen

Servitude of form. Comparative
urban property and building rules

Impact of Covid-19 on the strategic
choices and performance of hosts.
An empirical investigation on peer-topeer accomodation platforms
Urban retail
Agglomeration and the Italian
North-South divide

NHI

Shifting the triangle

Contemporary rentscapes

University research funding, patenting
and technological impact, European
Patent Office (Academic Research
Programme)

New Domestic Rentscape. A Critical
Insight into Middle-class Housing

RESEARCH

ACTIVITIES

KEYWORDS
CULTURE
SQUATTING

Tailor—made housing. How to
improve housing affordability and
adequacy through innovation of the
cohousing model

Retail, Agglomeration
and urban Morphology

FACTS

200

Community-led housing development.
A key ingredient for a new housing
architecture and policy

Airbnb in the real estate financial chain.
Housing and policies in Southern
Europe post-crisis territories

42

NEW HOUSING ISSUES

PERSPECTIVES
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DT

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES
AND DATA SCIENCE FOR
CITIES

222

UC

URBAN CLIMATE
ACTIONS

Design Management Dynamic
Tool (DMDT)
Urban Agriculture

266

KEYWORDS
INTERDISCIPLINARITY
RENOVATION

Holistic approach for large PV plants
design and operation
Architecture for urban agriculture
Smart Energy Solutions
for Sustainable Cities and Policies

Urban mobility

KEYWORDS
TECHNOLOGY
TOOLS
ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE
INNOVATION

Digital Open Urban Twin /
3D city model
Augmented reality heritage

PPC

POST-PANDEMIC CITY

292

Triggering Potentials. The enhancement
of urban cultural heritage as a strategy
to reactivate city regeneration
processes.
5G USE CASE. Smart Tourism.
The potential of the 5G infrastructure to
enable micro-localized content for
tourism

Severe Acute Respiratory Infections
Treatment Centre

5GAA demo

Re-school. Rethinking the school,
starting with spaces

City Twin. Digital urban models
between description and abstraction

FACTS

RESEARCH

ACTIVITIES

REPRESENTATION
PLANETARISM

Real Estate Innovation Manifesto

Mobility applications for a smart city
environment

44

KEYWORDS

Next Generation Urban River Park

PERSPECTIVES
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INTERDISCIPLINARY MAP

ISSUES

DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
ARCHITECTURE
OF OF
ARCHITECTURE
AND
DESIGN
AND
DESIGN
CRACRA
Conservation
Conservation
and and

restoration
of architecture
restoration
of architecture

HA HAHistory
History
of architecture
of architecture
RA RARepresentation
Representation

of architecture
of architecture

SM SMSurveying
Surveying
mapping
and and
mapping
AD ADArchitectural
design
Architectural
design

NA NANumerical
Numerical
analysis
analysis

AT AT Architectural
technology
Architectural
technology

IPS IPS
Information
processing
Information
processing

UDPUDP
Urban
design
planning
Urban
design
planning

GLOBAL
URBANISM
GLOBAL
URBANISM

NON-PERFORMING
NON-PERFORMING
LEGACIES
LEGACIES
ECONOMIC
ECONOMIC
ORGANIZATION
ORGANIZATION
AND
URBAN
SPACE
AND
URBAN
SPACE

SMSM

CRA
CRA

UDP
UDP BME
BME EPG
EPG

HAHA

RA RA

INTERUNIVERSITY
INTERUNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT
OF OF
DEPARTMENT
REGIONAL
AND
URBAN
REGIONAL
AND
URBAN
STUDIES
AND
PLANNING
STUDIES
AND
PLANNING

AD AD

UDP
BME EPG
UDP BME
EPG

AG AG

UDPUDP
Urban
design
planning
Urban
design
planning
SMSM

TRANSFORMATIVE
TRANSFORMATIVE
URBANISM
AND
URBANISM
AND
LANDSCAPE
LANDSCAPE

ADAD

SMSM

BME
Business
and and
BME
Business

UDP
UDP BME
BME EPG
EPG

ADAD

AT AT

AD AD

CRA
CRA

DIGITAL
TECHNOLOGY
DIGITAL
TECHNOLOGY
AND
DATA
SCIENCE
AND DATA
SCIENCE
FOR
CITIES
FOR CITIES

SM
SM

AD

AD

EPG
BME
EPG
BME

SM
SM

URBAN
CLIMATE
URBAN
CLIMATE
ACTIONS
ACTIONS

AT

UDP
UDP

NA
NA

AD

AD

AT

Every research issue
requires a variety of
disciplinary expertises
borrowed from each of
the seven departments.

BME
BME

UDP
UDP

AT

IPS
IPS

TC

DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
OF OF
MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT
AND
PRODUCTION
AND
PRODUCTION
ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING

BPS
BME
BPS
BME

POST-PANDEMIC CITY
POST-PANDEMIC CITY

FACTS

SM
SM

RESEARCH

AD

AD

AT

ACTIVITIES

AT

DEPARTMENT
OF OF
DEPARTMENT
ENVIRONMENT,
LAND
ENVIRONMENT,
LAND
ANDAND
INFRASTRUCTURE
INFRASTRUCTURE
ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING
AG AGApplied
geophysics
Applied
geophysics
SEESEE
Sanitary
and
Sanitary

and
environmental
engineering
environmental
engineering

DEPARTMENT
OF OF
DEPARTMENT
ENERGY
“GALILEO
ENERGY “GALILEO
FERRARIS"
FERRARIS"
TIS TISThermal engineering and
Thermal engineering

and
industrial
energy
systems
industrial
energy
systems
BPS Building physics and
BPS Building physics and
building
energy
systems
building
energy
systems

TC

UDP
UDP

AT

systems
systems

TC TCTelecommunications
Telecommunications

management
engineering
management
engineering
EPGEPG
Economic
and and
political
Economic
political
geography
geography

EPG
BPS SEE
EPG BPS
SEE

NEW
HOUSING
NEW
HOUSING
ISSUES
ISSUES
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ADAD

DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
CONTROL
OF OF
CONTROL
COMPUTER
ANDAND
COMPUTER
ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING

BME Business and
BME Business and

EPG
EPG

PERSPECTIVES

management engineering
management engineering

FULL

DEPARTMENT
OF OF
DEPARTMENT
ELECTRONICS
ANDAND
ELECTRONICS
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
IPS
TC
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Information processing
IPS
Information processing
systems
systems
TCTelecommunications
Telecommunications
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ISSUES

ISSUES MAP
URBAN CLIMATE ACTION
PhD: Architecture
for Urban Agriculture
Holistic approach for large
PV plant design and operation
NON-PERFORMIG
LEGACIES

Urban
Agriculture

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY
AND DATA SCIENCE
FOR CITIES
DMDT

Re-school
Real Estate Innovation
Manifesto

PhD: Hinterlands of the
green transition
PhD: Infrastructure space
Rescaling the Belt and Road
Initiative

SURGE

Turin Augmented
Metropolis
Next Generation
Urban River Park

Urban Retail
PhD: Retail, Agglomeration
and urban morphology
Shifting the triangle
Italy is in the Air(bnb)
Agglomeration and the Italian
North-South divide
NEW HOUSING ISSUES

Cities and innovation

Augmented Reality Heritage

5G EVE

PhD: Airbnb in the real estate
financial chain
Housing platforms

A new regional
regeneration model
in Lombardy

Contemporary Rentscapes
PhD: New Domestic Rentscape
PhD: Community-led housing
development
PhD: Tailor-made housing

Triggering potentials

Urban Mobility
DOUT 3D City Model
PhD: City twins
PhD: Mobility applications
for Smart city enviroment
5G USE CASE. Smart tourism
5G AA Demo

RESEARCH

POST-PANDEMIC CITY

Severe Acute
Respiratory Infections
Treatment Centre

Adaptive reuse scenarios
The buildings inside the
Cittadella of Alessandria
Reactivation of non-performing cultural heritage
Manufacturing Technology
and Competence Center
PhD: The Workspace
[R]evolution
PhD: The potential of form
PhD: Loft Working
Geophysical surveys and
preventive archaeology

FACTS

PhD: Smart Energy
Solutions for Sustainable
Cities and Policies

ECONOMIC ORGANIZATION
AND URBAN SPACE

Adaptive Remediation

48

TRANSFORMATIVE
URBANISM AND
LANDSCAPE

The following map shows the connections
and intersections of FULL’s research.
In most of the
cases a single
project responds
to multiple
GLOBAL URBANISM
issues.

ACTIVITIES

Re-coding
PhD: Reconstruction
design tools after
emergencies
PhD: Servitude of form

PERSPECTIVES
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URBAN CLIMATE
ACTIONS
UCA

How does climate change
the economy and design of
cities?

Even if sustainability and climate
change are cross-sectional issues
with FULL’s research, some projects more than others address
these matters directly. Albeit with
the risk of falling into conventional
understandings of climate change,
the investigations produced have
in common their critical approach
that aims to debunk sustainability

in its symbolic form and focus on
design opportunities. The DMDT
software development is an example of optimisation aimed at a
holistic view of sustainability that
includes all the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goal
(UN SDG) guidelines. The research on the feasibility of extensive solar power stations follows
suit in proposing energy produc-

This research
issue is
interdisciplinary
by definition.
The holistic response to climate
change can only be formulated
through a socio-technical understanding
of the phenomenon.

266

FACTS

RESEARCH

ACTIVITIES

PERSPECTIVES
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URBAN CLIMATE
ACTIONS

tion as an opportunity to transform
the landscape and produce sustainable environments. The extensive research on Urban Agriculture
– starting with PhD research and
continuing through a post-doc –
adds new ‘building materials’ to
the possible design palette of urban planners and architects, casting light on the pros and cons of
this peculiar productive sector.

268

FACTS

RESEARCH

ACTIVITIES

PERSPECTIVES

FULL

INDEX

Design Management Dynamic
Tool (DMDT)

270

Urban Agriculture

275

Holistic approach for large pv
plants design and operation

276

Architecture for urban
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tion, water stress, etc.
This is worsened in
The progressive increase in
temperature reminds us of the
all contexts where
urgency of using renewable energy
marginal or industrial
sources. What are the strengths and
weaknesses of photovoltaic systems?
lands are insufficient
or not available. The
principal goals of the
research project are focused on field demonstrations
and innovative methodologies aimed at utility-scale PV
impact mitigation through a multidisciplinary approach
able to take into account: (1) multi-purpose land use
(crops/flora and vegetation); (2) wildlife habitat and biodiversity preservation: and (3) conservation of ecosystem
services. The approach is based much less on a logic
of reaction to criticalities and much more on a proactive
approach aimed at identifying opportunities for creating
shared value (CSV) between private PV companies and
regions. These activities are focused on dialogue with
stakeholders and socio-environmental analyses, in order
to identify effective interventions that meet local needs
and production targets.

New holistic approach for PV plants design
Elena Vigliocco
To act innovatively in a region, it is necessary to design together
both the artefact and the relationships that affect it. With reference to the UN 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, the
concepts of prosperity and collaboration take on programmatic relevance, requiring a shift from an approach that asks how
to achieve a result to one that thinks about the motivation for
action. The value of an innovation, in this case the large-scale

The mitigation of the potential impacts of renewable
plants on the environment, biodiversity and communities
is the key to making renewables sustainable in the long
run. In particular, the large land use of utility scale photovoltaic (hereinafter, PV) plants could suffer from social acceptance problems and requires the protection of
land from potential biodiversity loss, habitat fragmenta-
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photovoltaic plant, is therefore not only measurable through the
economic feedback or the degree of novelty that this innovation
brings to the market, but also by the value and benefit it brings
socially, environmentally and certainly economically. The relationship between the project and the region shifts the attention
from the observation of the region as the context for the project
to the region as the object of intervention, understood as a relational system, highlighting the proactive and generative role
of new practices to activate new economies and sustainable processes from an environmental, economic and social point of view.
Attention has therefore shifted not so much to the region as to
the relational networks established within it; a shift can be identified from the physicality of the products, to the idea of region,
to the relationship with users. This means that to act innovatively
in a region, it is necessary to design together both the artefact and
the relationships that affect it. This requires a different approach,
calling for innovative action, moving from an approach that questions how to achieve a result to one that works by reasoning about
the motivation for such action. The value of an innovation, in fact,
is not measurable through the economic feedback or the degree
of novelty that this innovation brings to the market, but by the
value and benefit it brings socially, environmentally and certainly economically. It is thus possible to move from a techno-centric to a human-centred perspective. It is therefore essential to
identify a design methodology, capable of guiding the idea of the
region, analysing its needs and requirements, and thus bringing
out its potential and values useful for the development of innovative concepts and projects. In this way, the design process can
be managed by virtuously involving both material and non-material aspects and, knowing what exists in the area, connecting
and re-evaluating knowledge, research and enterprise. In view of
the fact that the location phase of large-scale PV plants, due to
its complexity, but above all due to the delicacy of certain highly emotive aspects, cannot be tackled using assessment methods
that use exclusively one-dimensional criteria such as technical or
economic ones. For this reason, the working group includes seven

The work plan is divided into four parts within which the different disciplinary components will be able to dialogue with
one another.
The four Work Packages (WP) are broken down into:
- ANALYSIS OF THE STATE OF THE ART (WP1),

which will collect
data on the collective opinion that local communities have developed in relation to three selected case studies following the
implementation of large-scale photovoltaic plants.
- PVP THEORETICAL MODEL (WP2), relating to the four interpretative clusters of the holistic analysis, which will diagram an
interpretative map/model (D1) of the input data related to the
design of a large PV plant.
- PVP EMPIRICAL MODEL (WP3), which will map an area of interest through the state of the art and resource analysis, identifying
strengths and weaknesses, critical issues and opportunities.
- HOLISTIC MODEL FOR LARGE PHOTOVOLTAIC PLANTS (WP4),
which will develop an operational toolkit applicable in other similar contexts (D2) that will be elaborated in relation to the state
of the art (WP1) and the results of empirical mapping (WP3).
There are two expected deliverables: D1 – Holistic map/model
for PV plants (WP2, month 8); D2 – Visual data report (holistic matrix) for PV plant (WP4, month 18).
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